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About This Game

XGun is a massive multiplayer online game. Its exciting rhythm, unique evolutionary system, great variety of mech, all-
embracing skills and plenty of characteristics make players enjoy the game by making their own mechs and fighting with

players from all the world on the most treacherous and varied battlefield!

Plot

After the war, the world is a mess since its lack of food and resources. You are one of the survivors living in this chaos. All you
have to do is to grab your weapon and use your talents and skills to fight for either yourself, your country, your life or your

honor in this horrible era. You either fight in this ruleless and status-less world to become a king to have all, or become no one
to lose all.

Features

A great variety of mechs :
Besides normal mechs like automatic guns and cannon, we have a great variety of mechs such as Iron Thorn which attacks

enemies by ramming the targets, Shadow Warrior that attacks with laser, Shadow which changes itself like a chameleon, and
also other 37 kinds of mechs for you to choose.

A Unique evolutionary system :
Each first level mech evolves different ways to become second level mech. For example, you can choose Shadow Warrior, Mad
Bull or Titan as the second-stage mech of Iron Thorn. Also, a second level mech evolves different ways to become a third level.
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Before you choose your mech, you can read a evolutionary map to help you make a decision.

All-embracing skills :
Besides the skill you first require, you are free to add skills from the 27 skills on the list according to your points and devices to

improve your skills.

Plenty of characteristics :
Each mech has more than nine characteristics. It is difficult to choose a mech that suits you when you are with a limited amount
of points. Don't be upset when you make the wrong decision. There's some special ways you can do to rearrange your points, so

you don't need to use the same mechs several times to gain new skills.

Set your own special battlefield :
You can create your own battlefield. Not only you can set a password of it, you can also set the level to meet players and

enemies around your level. Most important of all, the maximum amount of people there is 20! You can have an exciting fight
any time!

Future plan :

We are going to give you more mechs, skills, versus games, maps and game modes to let you gain unique ways to fight and have
the most exciting game experience!
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Great to play with friends. It's easy to create room and play with friends on steam. Highly recommended.. i'm going to say yes...
kind of.
Started playing this in the facebook gameroom app. I liked the concept, the upgrading mechanics, the fact it's quick to jump in a
game. It's a nice quick simple game. Good to chill for a bit after work. So i decided to buy it here. It's pretty cheap.

Then i got suspiscious. I am not a super skilled uber gamer that dominates in games like this and yet when ever i play, i totally
obliterate the competition. I noticed the other players never seem to upgrade their tanks. And what ever time of day i connect,
its always the same player names. Now reading other comments, it seem i'v been playing against bots and there are no actual real
players anymore.

So Yes if you want to waste time with a fun little game with lots of variety in tanks\/play styles
No if you want a challenge and play against real people.

If you got a 5$ you don't mind parting with, yeah it's worth it.. Lots of fun. But player is not enough now, sometimes I want to
play with player, not just bots.

Hey, come on, go!. It's pretty nice for an early access version. Wish there will be more game modes and maps.. great game. still
needs some fixes here and there. two to mainly point out are. o when typing in chat still brings up the upgrades menu in battle.
kinda annouying but should be a easy fix for dev team. second fix needed is at times in TD mode map goes black no one can see
anything and things no long spawn \/ move. also if the devs read this. it would be a nice idea for the tank class titan to have 1
more upgrade to pick from. and some more mechs in genrall in the game maybe somthing that can fly with weak armor? mix it
up about so its not all ground only. :) played this for the first time in facebook gameroom. and loved so i bought it on here to
help support the team.
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